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BELGIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF THE LIVER

(BASL)

- A01 -

 

Introduction  : 

Aim : 

Methods : We performed a monocentric, cross-sectional seroprevalence study between January and November 2017 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A02 -

Introduction : 

thrombogenic risk is due to activation of the coagulation cascade, triggered by Tissue Factor (TF) on MSCs, resulting 

Aim : The aim was to study in vivo, the effect of an anticoagulant cocktail on thrombogenic risk induced by intraportal 



Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A03 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : Baseline data (clinical and biological) of patients randomized in a single center for the Food4Gut study 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- A04 -

Introduction : 

is due to portal hypertension with a compensatory constriction of the common hepatic artery (hepatic arterial buffer 

Aim : This study aims to understand the role of the hepatic hemodynamics in liver regeneration and the differences 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

reduction of arterial liver perfusion, as observed in ALPPS, may protect the FLR from hepatocellular failure and stimulate 

 

- A05 -



Introduction : 

Aim : To (1) assess the prevalence and general characteristics of patients with AIH in the Ghent area (Belgium) and (2) 

Methods : In this retrospective study, data of 212 patients with AIH were reviewed in the hepatology department of 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A06 -

Introduction : 

markers to isolate, characterize and lineage-trace LPCs in healthy, damaged and regenerating livers is certainly one of 

Aim : 

Methods : 

performed on different iPS- and ESC-derived LPCs, differentiated HepaRGs and on data sets from livers of patients with 

Results : Comparison between human and mouse LPC populations showed high similarities in genes involved in 

LPCs and undifferentiated HepaRGs showed a higher enrichment of our signature compared to previously established 

Conclusions : 



 

- A07 -

Introduction : Acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) is characterized by acute decompensation of cirrhosis, 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A08 –

Introduction : 

Both the transcriptional repressors and microRNAs that regulate the epithelial to mesenchymal differentiation are 

Aim : 

Methods : BalbC mice were used to isolate primary hepatic stellate cells, cells were activated by culture in fetal bovine 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

Introduction : In patients with cirrhosis, prognostic models providing a precise estimate of the risk of death are essential 

Aim : To develop a model allowing an individualized prediction of the risk of liver-related death among patients with 

Methods : 

Results : 

any combination of age and Child-Pugh score, patients who did not abstain from alcohol had a greater risk of dying at 

Conclusions : The CRR model combining age, Child-Pugh score and abstinence accurately predicts the risk of liver-

 

- A10 –



Introduction : Recent studies suggest that a subgroup of patients with liver cirrhosis receiving a liver transplantation 

(LT) for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) beyond the Milan Criteria (MC) can achieve a similar overall and tumor-free 

Aim : 

Methods : We analyzed 378 patients transplanted for non-metastatic HCC from 5 different transplant centers in Belgium 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A11 –

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

and blood B cells, but also -more importantly- when comparing the distinct phases of disease differing in levels of viral 

 

- A12 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : In this large cohort of non-severe AH patients, short-term survival of these patients is satisfactory, but 

their long-term prognosis is severely impaired, particularly in patients with liver decompensation at the time of AH 

 

- A13 -



Introduction : 

Aim : Our aim was to investigate the role of Ang-2 and its potential as therapeutic target in NASH by using human 

Methods : Serum Ang-2 levels were determined in obese patients undergoing bariatric surgery (n=105) with concomitant 

Results : Serum Ang-2 levels were increased in patients with NASH compared to lean controls, obese patients without 

Conclusions : 

 

- A14 -

Introduction : 

Liver transplantation (ELT) has emerged as the gold standard treatment for patients who are unlikely to survive with 

light of the mounting evidence supporting the trend of improving spontaneous survival rates (without ELT) decade after 

Aim : To study the long-term (post ELT or spontaneous recovery) outcomes in a cohort of ALF patients admitted to a 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : This study shows that ELT in ALF is associated to higher long-term mortality compared to SS, in particular 

for APAP aetiology, rising ethical and therapeutic considerations, given the need of a fair allocation of organs and the 

risks of unnecessary LT in patients that could avoid chronic complications and increased long-term mortality related to 

 

- A15 -

Introduction : 

Similar to the mechanisms involved in portal hypertension during cirrhosis, hyperreactivity to vasoconstrictive agents is 

Aim : The present study seeks to elucidate the vasoconstrictive effects of alpha 1-adrenergic mediators and endothelin-1 

Methods : 

perfusion model, in which the liver is isolated, connected to a circuit with a pump and perfused by Krebs solution, with 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

suggest that increased reactivity to vasoconstrictors, in particular to ET-1, can potentially be held responsible for the 

 



- A16 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A17 -

Introduction : Acetaminophen (APAP), known as paracetamol, is the most widely used antipyretic and analgesic over-

have previously shown that metallothioneins 1 and 2 (MTs), acute phase proteins, have important danger signalling 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

Taken together, the combination of anti-MT and NAC might represent a novel therapeutic strategy for patients presenting 

 

- A18 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

functional status, liver related complications and transplant outcome in patients with cirrhosis and PoPH in a single 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

favorable response to PAH therapy not only affected prognosis but also seems to hold the potential to improve liver 

 



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

of liver biopsies was integrated with immunological data to discover gene signatures associated with active NASH 

Results : 

Network integration of the transcriptomic data with clinical and immunological parameters revealed co-regulated gene 

Conclusions : 

activity in NASH may also suggests that evaluation of these immune cell populations in blood might be used as part of 

 

- A20 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : From February 2016 to September 2017, patients seen at the hepatology clinic were prospectively enrolled 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

Whether an early diagnosis of IR in this population and an appropriate treatment will reduce such complications remains 

 

- A21 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A22 -



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

perfusion model, in which the liver is isolated, connected to a circuit with a pump and perfused by Krebs solution, with 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A23 -

Introduction : Recently, there has been increasing interest in the preoperative prediction and prevention of post-

Aim : We hypothesized that a HBSBSA based formula was a better predictor for PHLF than PBLS in chemotherapy-

Methods : Between 2012 and 2016, 140 patients underwent liver resection for CRLM following systemic 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



- A24 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : There was a retrospective study that enrolled 308 hospitalized patients with cirrhosis (City Hospital’s medical 

Results : 

diagnosed in 12 hospitalized patients after paracentesis (clinical symptoms were is abdominal pain, tenderness, fever, 

Conclusions : 

 

- A25 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 



 

- A26 -

Introduction : The rate of alcohol relapse among patients who underwent liver transplantation for alcoholic hepatitis 

Aim : 

Methods : Meta-analysis of trials evaluating liver transplantation for AH, either clinically severe or diagnosed on the 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A27 -

Introduction : 

GLP-1R polymorphisms can modify pharmacological effects of GLP-1 related substances and these polymorphisms 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 



However, for rs3765468 we got tripled risk for insulin resistance in homozygous individuals and around double 

Conclusions : 

 

- A28 -

Introduction : Cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, the end-stage manifestations of chronic liver disease, are 

Aim : 

Methods : 

mice to trace that of hepatocytes upon treatment with carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) for up to 24 weeks, a model mimicking 

Results : 

these newly formed and younger hepatocytes have untapped proliferative potential and are less vulnerable to further (and 

Conclusions : 

suffering from years to decades of chronic hepatitis in advanced stage chronic hepatitis in humans that has not been 

 



Introduction : 

Aim : This study compares the impact of point-of-care tests on the linkage to care, cost and turnaround time in a 

Methods : 

Results : 

CP protocol, the turnaround time was 15-20 minutes-results and an appointment for specialist care follow-up were given 

Conclusions : 

 

- A30 -

Introduction : 

any blood product, including autologous or homologous pre-donated blood, platelets, fresh frozen plasma, coagulation 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Continuous circuit cell salvage and reinfusion whereby scavenged blood was maintained in continuity with the patient’s 

Results : 

(1), sarcoidosis (2), amyloidosis (3), polycystic liver disease (1), alcoholic cirrhosis with HCC (1), cryptogenic (3), 

Conclusions : 

 



- A31 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : The authors retrospectively collected data from the parasitology laboratory (serologies), the hospital pharmacy 

Results : 

Conclusions : AE appears to be spreading in Belgium and has actually an uneven geographical distribution with 

hepatologists, infectiologists, microbiologists, pathologists, radiologists, nuclear medicine specialists, surgeons and 

 

- A32 -

Introduction : 

Aim : The study aims to present an epidemiological description of liver cancer incidence, trends, survival and prevalence 

Methods : The Belgian Cancer Registry is a national and population based cancer registry, collecting data on patient 

Results : 



Cancer incidence maps for the years 2004-2011 have shown that the rates for HCC increase from the northeast, parallel 

Conclusions : 

incidence rates of liver cancer can be mainly attributed to a strongly increasing cancer risk combined with ageing and 

 

- A33 -

Introduction : 

slow growing abdominal tumors involving the mesenteric vessels, massive abdominal losses due to trauma or ischemic 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

trunk was performed to reduce perioperative bleeding, followed by en-bloc resection of native stomach, duodenum, 

Conclusions : 



amongst the donor, embolization and implantation teams is crucial to keep blood loss and cold ischemia times as short 

 

- A34 -

Introduction : 

mechanisms which drive disease progression and non-invasive markers that can identify patients at risk are important 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : Cholestasis is associated with a Cu isotope ratio shift in favour of the lighter isotopes in mouse serum and 

- A35 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- A36 -

 

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : A screening model has been developed and combined with a treatment model (early treatment vs waiting 

Results : 



Conclusions : The results of this cost-effectiveness analysis suggest that broadening screening in the general population 

 

- A37 -

Introduction : 

Aim : This retrospective analysis aims to provide epidemiologic data in our institution and to improve patients’ and 

and access to treatment for infected patients 

Methods : 

RNA, genotype, morbidity, complications, mortality, percentage of lost of follow-up, type of management, outcome of 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

population 

 

- A38 -

Introduction : 

Aim : The present study aims to investigate whether liver transplantation outcomes in paediatric patients are associated 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 



 - A40 -

Introduction : 

Aim : we conducted a nationwide case-control study to evaluate the association between CHC and colon cancer 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



BELGIAN NETWORK ON GASTROINTESTINAL REGULATORY MECHANISMS (GIREM)

- B01 -

Introduction : Colonic manometry is advocated in the diagnostic work-up of refractory chronic constipation to identify 

Aim : Since colonic manometry is only available in a few centers worldwide, there is a need for clinical predictors of 

Methods : 

in an awake fasted state, during a standardized meal, postprandially, and after intra-colonic administration of 10 mg of 

Results : 

Conclusions : These data indicate the potential of a severely delayed colonic transit time to act as a marker for colonic 

 

- B02 -

Introduction : Intestinal microbiota dysbiosis is thought to play an important role in the pathophysiology of irritable 

(FMT) is effective in correcting this gut microbiota imbalance, is a recommended treatment in recurrent Clostridium 

Aim : In this placebo-controlled, randomized trial effects of FMT in IBS patients with severe abdominal bloating were 

Methods : 

criteria), aged 18-75 years and without constipation were included in this double-blind, placebo-controlled, single-



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- B03 -

Introduction : 

disturbed intestinal permeability and bacterial translocation appear to be the common mechanism for the induction and 

Aim : The aim of this study was to determine the effect of Nafamostat-Mesylate (NFM), a broad-spectrum protease 

Methods : 

day, the abdomen was reopened and the severity of the intra-abdominal sepsis was determined based on the presence 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- B04 -

Introduction : 

namely the murine Mrgprc11, has been linked to opioid signaling and reveals a marked functional orthology to the 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

hint towards a role of Mrgprc11 in visceral sensitivity, albeit further studies on its functional role (as potential new 

 

- B05 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- B06 -

Introduction : 

suggesting that increased activation or increased release of mediators are more likely to underlie the involvement of mast 

Aim : 

Methods : Patients meeting the ROME III criteria for IBS were recruited and biopsies from colon descendent and 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- B07 -



Introduction : 

triggers in mice an aberrant immune response against this antigen leading to mast cell activation and visceral 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

demonstrate an immediate mucosal response to food antigens suggesting the involvement of a similar food antigen-

 

- B08 -

Introduction : The pathophysiology of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is still incompletely understood but altered 

brain-gut interaction, visceral hypersensitivity, dysbiosis and altered immune interaction with a subclinical abnormal 

patients with IBS in comparison to controls with an inverse relationship between symptoms, intestinal permeability and 

Aim : 

Methods : Thirty-nine patients with IBS according to Rome III criteria were randomized in a double-blind placebo or 



was the comparison of the magnitude of change in a validated global IBS assessment symptom score (IBS-SSS) based 

Results : 

when using a global linear model at week 8, but in the treatment group, this effect was already noticed at week 2 and 4 

Conclusions : 

 

Introduction : Psychological distress, the severity of infectious gastroenteritis (IGE) and the use of antibiotics during 

Aim : To identify predisposing clinical and psychological factors for the development of PI-IBS and immune changes 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- B10 -



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : All patients, diagnosed with IBS by a gastroenterologist and referred between January 2014 and March 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- B11 -

Introduction : Interactions of the receptor tyrosine kinase Ephrin B2 (EphB2) with its ligand EfrinB2 (EfnB2) contribute 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

tissue morphology (crypt height, distance between crypts) was detected between WT and cKO mice in either treatment 

Conclusions : 

 

- B12 -

Introduction : The gastrointestinal tract contains a powerful circadian clock that can be uncoupled from the master 

Aim : This study aimed to investigate whether microbial production of short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) shows a diurnal 

Methods : 

Results : In the distal colon of WT mice, faecal acetate, propionate and butyrate concentrations showed diurnal 

Conclusions : 

 

- B13 -

Introduction : Postoperative ileus (POI), the impairment of gastrointestinal motility after abdominal surgery, is mainly 



Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

However, both ATB-346 and GYY4137 were more effective, the result with GYY4137 showing that H2S per se can 

 

- B14 - 

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 



 

- B15 - 

Introduction : 

wall, several optical clearing methods aimed at reducing optical scattering and absorption of photons, have been re-

Aim : In the present study, eight different clearing methods were directly compared and their validity for in toto imaging 

compatibility with immunolabeling and nuclear staining, and degree of preservation of the topographical architecture 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

protocol gave the most optimal results for detailed in toto imaging of the mouse intestinal wall in terms of making the 

 

- B16 - 

Introduction : 



the importance of mechanosensitivity for GI function, the GI tract has developed dedicated mechanosensory circuits that 

Aim : 

Methods : We use transgenic animal models, primary and immortalized cell cultures, electrophysiology, calcium imaging, 

Results : The EC cell has several developmental and functional similarities to the Merkel cell, which is a specialized 

model, Piezo2 channels were important for mechanosensitivity by producing mechanosensitive ionic currents that were 

Conclusions : 

 



CASE REPORTS

- C01 -

Introduction

report here an unusual case of an ectopic variceal bleeding, presented as an acute small intestine bleeding, due to a 

Aim

Methods

colonoscopy immediately followed showed a massive active lower intestinal bleeding, but again the site of bleeding 

stabilization of the patient with a spontaneous cessation of the intestinal bleeding, observed by meaning of stabilization 

Conclusions

investigation of large series or randomized controlled trials is needed because nowadays most of the data available are 

intestine bleeding, due to a portosystemic shunt via dilated mesenteric veins and a varicous left ovarian vein in a patient 

- C02 -

Introduction : 



Aim : 

Methods : 

and “hepatitis C” 

Results : 

nivolumab leads to durable responses in patients with advanced HCC previously treated with sorafenib, regardless 

Conclusions : 

 

- C03 -



her comorbidities, we decided in multidisciplinary oncologic meeting to perform a staging endoscopic submucosal 

the pathological analysis revealed a large-cell neuroendocrine carcinoma with no lympho-vascular involvement nor 

- C04 -

- C05 - 

The initial work up included an abdominal CT scan and MRI which showed a 4-cm typical hepatocarcinoma in the 

 



- C06 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- C07 -



 

- C08 -

A 67-year-old man was admitted at the emergency with abdominal pain, located in the upper abdomen (mostly in the 

rupture (rare because of the low portal venous pressure), gastrointestinal bleeding, duodenal compression, inferior 

 



 

- C10 -

revealed presence of microvesicular steatosis around the vene centerolobularis, some Mallory bodies, some loss of 

differential diagnoses were benign intracranial hypertension, an intracranial bleeding or tumour, meningitis, Addison, 



 

- C11 -

Introduction : 

Aim : We report on a 63-year-old male patient referred to the gastroenterology department for severe diarrhoea, 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

enteropathy is a new clinical entity that must be included in the differential diagnosis of not only sprue–like pattern but 

 

- C12 -



On day eleven, blood cultures came back positive for Saccharomyces cerevisiae and anti-fungal medication was 

interesting because it serves as a reminder of the risk of fungaemia associated with Saccharomyces boulardii probiotics 

these can be kept to a minimum if vitamin supplementation and strict progressive refeeding regimens are applied from 

- C13 -

hypertension and severe hypercholesterolemia), coronary heart disease, diabetic nephropathy and obstructive sleep 

was treated once again by balloon dilation up to 10mm and then by the placement of two overlapping covered stents 



surgical anastomoses were previously reported including one case of small bowel anastomotic breakdown following 

urinary diversion for cervical cancer due to Ascaris lumbricoides infestation, three cases of roundworm obstruction after 

 

- C14 -

Introduction

Aim

Methods

Case report 1

Case report 2

Conclusions

 

- C15 -



Introduction

the management of esophageal anastomotic leaks in a patient with a persisting suture dehiscence after a left thoraco-

freno-laparotomy with partial esofagectomy and partial gastrectomy with an intrathoracic anastomosis because of an 

Aim

Methods

leaks in a patient with a persisting suture dehiscence after a left thoraco-freno-laparotomy with partial esofagectomy and 

Case report

with partial esofagectomy and partial gastrectomy with an intrathoracic anastomosis because of an adenocarcinoma 

esophageal anastomotic leak due to a suture dehiscence at the level of the esophagogastric anastomosis with leakage 

cavity at the level of the suture dehiscence and continuous suction (- 75 mmHg) was applied by using drainage tubes 

was stopped at the moment we achieved a reduction of the wound cavity and a narrowing of the anastomotic leak where 

Conclusion

successful therapy for the management of persisting suture dehiscence with esophageal anastomotic leaks after thoracic 

 

- C16 -

Introduction

case of a yellow to orange appearance of the colonic mucosa as seen in Tangier disease illustrated with the aid of clear 

Case report

colonic mucosa with a yellow to orange appearance in combination with innumerable small yellow to brown dots with 

Conclusion



involvement of the colonic mucosa in Tangier disease that has a pathognomonic yellow to orange color in combination 

We report here clear endoscopic and histopathological images of the involvement of the colon in Tangier disease, which 

 



BELGIAN SOCIETY FOR GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY (BSGIE)

- G01 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G02 -

Introduction : Biliary stenting of unresectable malignant bile duct obstruction is generally accepted as the standard of 

Aim : 

Methods : 

drainage with stenting via ERCP combined with intraductal RFA and compared to 18 matched historical control patients 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

combined with palliative chemotherapy 

 

- G03 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : Over 100 months to January 2017 prospective observational data on all recurrences after all EMR of LSL at 

Results : 

Conclusions : Adenoma recurrence after EMR of LSLs is commonly diminutive and can be effectively treated using 

 

- G04 -

Introduction : 

Aim : Aim of this randomized clinical trial was to compare three different ablation regimens for treatment of BE using 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G05 -

Introduction : 

Aim : We aimed to assess the adherence to these guidelines in 7 countries using an online survey, comparing responses 

Methods : An institutional review board approved online survey was distributed to the members the gastroenterological 

Results : 

Regarding an image of a large 80mm sigmoid lesion with an endoscopically visible demarcated area consistent with deep 

Conclusions : 

endoscopy societies should focus on encouraging the use of and promoting training in cold snare polypectomy for 



 - G06 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G07 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : Clinical and technical data were prospectively collected from June 18th, 2015 to October 10th

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- G08 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



 

Introduction : Cholangiopancreatoscopy allows direct endoscopic visualization of the biliary and pancreatic ductal 

such as evaluation of indeterminate biliary stricture, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms of the pancreas, and 

Aim : Retrospective review of indications, clinical utility and safety of intraductal cholangioscopy and pancreatoscopy, 

Methods : A retrospective review of a prospective patients’ database who underwent direct cholangiopancreatoscopy in 

our tertiary referring center between 2007 and 2017 

Results : A total of 78 consecutive patients were included with direct cholangioscopy in 71 patients, and pancreatoscopy 

Overall technical success rate of therapeutic procedures such as laser lithotripsy, selective guidewire insertion or migrated 

cardiovascular event (1) and perforation with sub capsular abscess (1) 

Conclusions : Intraductal procedures carry a great value in diagnostic as well as therapeutic procedures in pancreatobiliary 

 

- G11 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- G12 -

Introduction : 

Aim : The purpose of the study is to identify and evaluate the different therapeutic endoscopic options used throughout 

Methods : Single centre retrospective analysis of patients who underwent endoscopic treatment of postoperative upper 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G13 –

Introduction : 

Aim : Our aim was to assess the effectiveness of Lugol when compared to NBI for lesion demarcation in esophageal 

Methods : Retrospective observational cohort study of patients with esophageal SC neoplasia submitted to en-bloc 



Results : 

Conclusions : Mucosal inspection with lugol before EMR of esophageal SCC was not associated with increased CLR 

 

- G14 -

Introduction : 

classical therapeutic option but is linked with complications such as migration or haemorrhage, perforation or stricture 

Aim : 

Methods : Between May 2014 and May 2017, we retrospectively analysed a total of 10 patients (8 male and 2 women) 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G15 –

Introduction : Biliary leaks most commonly occur as a surgical complication, especially after laparoscopic 



Aim : 

Methods : 

type (randomized clinical trials (RCT), case-control studies and prospective cohort studies) and topic (comparison of 

Results : 

Conclusions : The reported clinical success in treating biliary leaks with sphincterotomy, stenting or the combination 

 

- G16 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- G17 -

Introduction : 

selection of analgesics, the necessary recovery period or the triggers that should alert the practitioner to a more serious 

Aim : We aimed to characterise potential predictors for PP and develop a simple and e ective management algorithm for 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- G18 -

Introduction : The feasibility and outcome of endoscopic resection in ampullary tumours with intraductal growth 

Aim : 

Methods : All consecutive patients from 2000 to 2016 who underwent an endoscopic snare ampullectomy with a 



Results : 

Conclusions : Intraductal biliary and pancreatic ablation is feasible, safe and may reduce the recurrence rate in ampullary 

 



BELGIAN MICROBIOTA AND HELICOBACTER STUDY GROUP

- H01 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : In the second cycle, we planned (Plan)to implement this new strategy throughout our department and to 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

the general practitioner (standardized protocol) and the patient (health literacy by visual story telling) had strong impact 

 

- H02 -

Introduction  : 

Aim  : 

Bukavu 



Methods  : 

Results  : 

Conclusions  : 

 



BELGIAN INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP (BIRD)

- I01 -

Introduction  : 

Aim  : 

Methods : 

tissue was collected for RNA and protein analysis of membrane-bound mucins (Muc1, Muc4 and Muc13), polarity 

Results  : 

Conclusions  : 

 

- I02 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I03 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



- I04 -

Introduction : 

Aim : Our purpose was to address proteomic changes occurring in the bordering epithelium of regions with increasing 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

suggest a potential role for epithelium and ER stress (including AGR2) in the development of surrounding submucosal 

 

- I05 -

Introduction : 

Aim : To get a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms at the time of diagnosis, and possible age-related 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I06 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



- I07 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I08 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 



Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : In this large retrospective series, thiopurine monotherapy could safely maintain clinical response in up 

a genetic marker associated with response to thiopurines, which needs validation in an independent cohort before its 

 



- I10 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Paired analysis was performed for faecal calprotectin (fCal) at baseline and week 8 (=60) and week 16 (n=33) 

Results : Our study population of 157 patients has a median age of 40 years with a median age of diagnosis of 22 

Conclusions : 

correlate with CRP but not with short-term outcome 

 

- I11 -



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I12 –

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 



Conclusions : 

 

- I13 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I14 -

Introduction : 



Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I15 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



- I16 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

conception, three pregnancies were unaffected, one female lost her fetus due to chorioamnionitis at week 22 and one had 

Conclusions : 

the number of pregnancies remains low, we observed a number of prenatal complications and congenital malformations, 

- I17 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 



Methods : 

was used to compare patients with IS and patients without IS and to construct a propensity score (PS) for matching the 

OR with respect to differences between patients with and without IS, the PS was included in the multivariate logistic 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I18 –

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I20 -



Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

References

 

- I21 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

 



Conclusions : 

 

- I22 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 



- I23 -

Introduction : Therapeutic drug monitoring of golimumab (GLM) is performed by measuring trough concentrations, 

Aim : 

Methods : 

Results : 

Conclusions : 

 

- I24 -

Introduction : 

Aim : 

Methods : 
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